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Abstract. The search for the occurrences of gene duplications and mul-
tiple gene duplication episodes is important to understand the process
of evolution. Therefore, many approaches decipher the locations of such
phenomena in the Tree of Life. Such reconstruction can be done by the
clustering of single gene duplications inferred by reconciling a set of gene
trees with a species tree. Here, we present a software dedicated for such
reconstructions.
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Background

The reconciliation model [4, 8] introduces a mapping for each node from a rooted
gene family tree to its species tree and is either classified as a speciation event
or a single gene duplication. That assignment defines a biologically consistent
scenario in which evolutionary events are linked to the locations in the species
tree. Such a scenario can be represented as the embedding of a gene tree into its
species tree [6]. To model multiple gene duplications, the standard reconciliation
approach was extended [5].

Genomic duplication clustering problem

The general problem description is as follows: given a set of gene trees, a species
tree, and a cost function (to score a mapping scenario between gene trees and
the species tree) find evolutionary scenarios for the collection of gene trees that
yields the minimal score.

There are several variants of the above problem, in which:
– input gene trees may be rooted or unrooted,
– the model determines the episode locations in the species tree,
– clustering rules define which duplications can be clustered together,
– cost function scores the result basing on episode number and/or locations.

The first classification depends on the input which may consist of only rooted
gene trees or any gene trees.

The next factor is the choice of the model of allowed evolutionary scenar-
ios that determine the allowed locations of multiple gene duplication episodes
in the species tree. The standard LCA model consists of only one scenario in
which every gene tree is reconciled separately with its species tree. The model
from [3] (called FHS) allows every biologically consistent scenario, while the
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PG model [9] allows only scenarios that preserve the minimal number of single
gene duplications.

Then, the clustering rules choice determine which single gene duplications
from one location in the species tree can be clustered in one multiple duplica-
tion episode. Here, we focus on episode clustering, and minimum episodes [1].
All duplications from the same location are clustered together in episode cluster-
ing. In minimum episodes clustering, a duplication and its ancestor duplication
cannot be clustered together.

Finally, there can be various cost functions, e.g., the score that counts all
episodes, or the score that equals the maximal number of episodes on one path [7].

Software

The poster aims to popularize the implementations of algorithms for various
problems. Under the PG model and cost that optimizes the total episode number:
the episode clustering [9] and minimum episodes [11] for input unrooted gene
trees, and minimum episodes [10] for rooted gene trees (that tool can provide
solutions for NP-hard variant [2] under FHS model). Recently, we proposed a tool
for minimum episodes clustering under the PG model, where the score equals
the maximal number of episodes on one path.
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